This essay recovers the experiences of women at the meetings of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) from its founding in 1831 to the end of the Victorian era. It aims to add to research on women in science by reconsidering the traditional role of women as consumers rather than producers of knowledge and to that on science popularization by focusing on audience experience rather than on the aims and strategies of popularizers. The essay argues that, in various ways, the ubiquitous and visible female audience came to define the BAAS audience and "the public" for science more generally. The women who swelled the BAAS audiences were accepted as a social element within the meetings even as they were regarded critically as scientific participants. Portrayed as passive and nonscientific, women allowed the male scientific elites to distance themselves from their audiences. Arguing from diary and other evidence, we present examples that complicate existing notions of audiences for science as necessarily active.
attended its annual meetings. 1 Notwithstanding interest in popularization and popularizers and the points raised by Roger Cooter, Stephen Pumfrey, and Steven Shapin more than a decade ago, the intrinsic difficulties associated with uncovering audience experience mean that this has rarely been probed in studies of scientific institutions and media. 2 In considering the BAAS and its audiences in the period 1831-1901, this essay seeks to enlarge our understanding of the association's meaning and place in nineteenth-century civil society, in contrast to what we know of the messages its leading male figures aimed to impart.
By concentrating on women within BAAS audiences, we also aim to contribute to work on women and science. While historians have done much to highlight the successes of and the difficulties faced by women who sought to add to or popularize scientific knowledge, little consideration has been given to women as consumers of that knowledge. 3 Women were a prominent part of BAAS audiences, and their presence was subject to considerable comment. We examine such commentary in periodicals and newspapers, as well as remarks produced by women themselves in diaries, letters, and reminiscences. 4 The individuals considered here were from a variety of backgrounds, but none presented a paper at a BAAS meeting. Together these sources reveal much about the presence and the intentions of women in a "scientific" setting. Later in this essay we will consider whether these women represented BAAS audiences more widely-after all, many male attendees were neither trained in nor practitioners of science-but we can with confidence identify them as a distinct category that highlighted the problem of how the BAAS catered to specialist and general audiences. The article thus also explores why the female audience was accepted, even welcomed, at BAAS meetings and how it helped define both "science" and "the public."
Our attention to the presence of women at BAAS meetings has, we suggest, wider significance. It may help address the gaps in current literature on women and science and on science and the public. Because women have too often been written out of science's history, one task facing feminist historians has been to seek out forgotten and neglected contributors. There has been, perhaps, some disinclination to consider those women who were only "consumers" of science. By focusing on those who did not pursue scientific research or education, this study helps to demonstrate the atypicality of those who did, as well as the ubiquity of the entrenched conventions that they challenged. Work on audiences, meanwhile, has highlighted the active appropriation of science by nonelite groups. Men of science are no longer "considered as insulated" from "diffuse, undifferentiated and passive" audiences, but we have been told little of collective or individual responses. Shapin circumscribed the issue by stating that "consideration of the audience for science is pointless if it cannot be shown that the audience is active rather than passive, influential rather than submissive." 5 Having accepted these points, however, we must also allow that audiences, male and female, could indeed be uninterested in or bored by the scientific content of lectures and that they would have seen their role, at least within the lecture hall, as passive. Even so, such "passivity" needs careful qualification. "Outsiders" attended events such as the BAAS meetings, and the organizers tolerated or encouraged the involvement of people, many of them women, who did not actively participate in science beyond the week-long meetings. Paradoxically, it may have been the apparent passivity of such audiences that allowed them actively to influence the meaning of the BAAS and the impact of its mission to promote science in the public realm.
It is, however, notoriously difficult to acquire a detailed understanding of audience or reader responses. This is undoubtedly why the intentions of authors or speakers and the content of their published writings have been much more commonly considered by historians. As well as the question of the survival of suitable evidence, there is the matter of whether we can view particular instances as representative of a larger picture. As Kate Flint has noted in studying women readers, "It is astonishing how few respectable conceptual tools we have for dealing with [the] self-evident fact" that "people are different from each other." In generalizing from evidence found in diaries and letters, Jim Secord has taken comfort from the methodologies of histories of medicine written from the patients' point of view and empirical studies of television audiences, concluding that if we are to understand the role of individual agency or engagement with popular media, "the limited and partial evidence of the situated case . . . remains vital even when audiences number in the millions." 6 Certainly when we have sources such as diaries we should neither ignore them nor treat them in isolation. Diary and letter writing have their own 5 Cooter and Pumfrey, "Separate Spheres and Public Places" (cit. n. 2), p. histories and epistolary conventions, which should be attended to as we consider such writings as evidence and in relation to other published and unpublished sources. 7 The evidence examined here, showing how women viewed and reported on their own experiences at BAAS meetings, is diverse in terms of the dates of the authors' attendance, their reasons for going, and their personal backgrounds. We might expect that women would write about the BAAS in their diaries: several hundred women had tickets to each of the peripatetic annual meetings, and many more would have been affected by the association as it came to town. Diary writing became increasingly common during the nineteenth century as a mode of writing that, if not essentially feminine, was certainly accessible to and even encouraged for women. 8 Given the improbable survival of the archives of those who were neither well known themselves nor connected to those who were well known, it is not surprising that the majority of the women considered here were either aristocratic or related to important figures in the BAAS. In contrast to the "sources" examined in other studies, however, a number of the women considered here have hitherto been unknown to historians-we are thus able to reflect on the experiences of women such as Agnes M. Hudson and Margaret Smith, together with the better-known Caroline Fox, Clara Strutt (Lady Rayleigh), and Emily Poulton.
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A note on the texts themselves is pertinent. First, levels of privacy cannot be presumed equal. It is likely that some journals were kept with a view to sharing the account, or at least to aid memory when later reporting the event to others. There is in any case a blurring of genres in such writing, as demonstrated by "letter-diaries," in which events were recorded under dated daily entries and subsequently posted to a correspondent. Despite, or perhaps because of, the possibility that they might be shared or even published, the diaries exhibit little self-reflection. 10 A number of the diaries considered here were kept especially to record the writer's visit to the BAAS meeting and so act as memoranda or souvenirs of the event, corresponding to the publicly available newspaper reports and the handbooks produced for the meetings from the 1870s. We must be careful, therefore, about assuming that such writings reveal the authors' "real" thoughts and feelings. They do, however, report actual events and the observable behavior of middle-and upper-class women both in the public settings of the BAAS meetings and in the more private spaces of homes, breakfast parties, and rented lodgings.
This essay first provides an outline of the history of the presence of female audience members at British Association meetings, highlighting the spaces where they were welcomed and those where they were only more grudgingly accepted. We then discuss the depiction of women at BAAS meetings in the reports of newspapers and periodicals. Here we highlight commonly recurring themes in such representations of women and comment on the fact that this portion of the audience came in many ways to represent the BAAS "public" as a whole. The final section examines the experiences of women as recorded by some who were present at one or more of the annual meetings. These accounts help challenge the stereotypical depictions that appeared in newspapers, but in many ways they confirm that women conformed to expected behavioral patterns. The examples examined here frequently highlight the authors' lack of scientific knowledge, their interest in the social side of the gatherings, and their supportive role toward male family members, acquaintances, and speakers and, by extension, toward public science. These features, we suggest, are representative of the concerns of the majority of women who attended BAAS meetings, throwing into relief the extraordinary achievements of those who did defy convention by carrying out scientific research, teaching, and writing.
THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AND FEMALE AUDIENCES
The presence of women at BAAS meetings raised fundamental questions about whom and what the association was for. Few women delivered scientific papers, and, until well into the twentieth century, they were unlikely to have had a scientific education. Jack Morrell and Arnold Thackray's classic treatment of the association's early years has described the debates over whether to admit women to the meetings and the extent to which they could participate.
11 Women were present, almost accidentally, at the first meeting in York, accompanying visiting men of science and being involved in efforts to provide a suitably hospitable welcome for the temporary residents. The peripatetic nature of the BAAS meant that its meetings were considered as social occasions and showcases for the host locality as well as for the transaction of scientific business. Whatever the assumptions of the association's founding members regarding women, it is evident that a trip to York in 1831 was a journey of sufficient length and significance to make bringing wives and daughters a pleasant idea, both to keep the men company and for their own entertainment. 10 It is generally thought that throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries diary writers became increasingly conscious of themselves as individuals and as writers ( The ticket for this first meeting even showed two women enjoying the meeting's location in the grounds and buildings of York's new museum (see Figure 1) .
The attendance of women at dinners and conversaziones was never questioned, although many commentators queried the emphasis on such events at a scientific meeting. The real question was whether women could and should partake of the scientific fare, particularly when the BAAS met in the masculine settings of Oxford and Cambridge, as it did in 1832 and 1833. For William Buckland, writing in 1832, "Everybody whom I spoke to on the subject agreed that if the Meeting is to be of scientific utility, ladies ought not to attend the reading of the papers . . . as it would overturn the thing into a sort of Albemarle dilettanti meeting instead of a serious philosophical union of working men." He added, however, that "their presence at private parties is quite another thing-and at these I think the more ladies there are, the better." Charles Babbage believed that the presence of women, under certain conditions, would benefit the association:
Ladies ought to be admitted at some kind of assembly: remember the dark eyes and fair faces you saw at York and pray remember that we absent philosophers sigh over the eloquent descriptions we have heard of their enchanting smiles. It is of more importance than perhaps you may imagine to enlist the ladies in our cause and the male residents throughout the country will attend in greater numbers if their wives and daughters partake some share of the pleasure. If you will only get up an evening conversazione for them at Oxford I will try and start a ball for them at Cambridge.
Women are presented here as decorous creatures eager for novelty and diversion. Babbage believed that their participation-in suitable contexts-would encourage (male) attendance, but John Robison worried that in York "many persons applied for admission with no other view than to obtain a cheap week's amusement for the females of the family." He suggested that Ladies' Tickets should be provided only via men who had paid for permanent membership in the association or contributed to the local fund. This would mean that "no one will be able to boast that they and their female friends have eaten more in refreshments than the price of their ticket would have purchased." In addition, "with such checks as these the influx of ladies would not occasion either embarrassment or discontent, and the company would be more select, than I regret to say it was here." 12 Initially, women were not allowed into the business part of the meetings, including the sectional meetings, organized according to discipline, at which papers were read. Roderick Murchison's statement in 1839 that it was the "evening meetings and the various exhibitions" that "will be the chief attraction for the ladies" defined the approved female sphere and reflected a generally shared assumption. There was, however, some anxiety that women might not know their place or would flout convention. John Phillips thought it essential to "distinguish between evenings of business and lecture evenings on which ladies may properly and with pleasure attend and be instructed as well as amused." In the event he was more flexible, telling his sister "You must attend the Meeting; for it ought to be superb, but I fear you may hardly get to the Sections. If anyone else does, you shall also."
13 Women did indeed enter the sections, even when nominally barred, and the consequence of this irregular situation was that in 1837 they were formally allowed into Sections C and D, which included the popular, and suitably ladylike, subjects of geology and botany.
14 As president of Section C, Adam Sedgwick, who reportedly "smited the hearts of all the ladies of whom we had 300 daily in our gallery," noted their presence with chivalrous condescension in his address. In 1838 women were formally admitted into all sections except D, for in addition to botany this section included zoology, which some anticipated might generate discussions unsuitable for feminine ears. A common concern was that the presence of women "limited the range of subjects and greatly checked discussion." By 1839, however, this fear had apparently abated sufficiently for women to be allowed into all sectional meetings, provided they had "access to the galleries only or railed-off spaces." From the 1850s a very few women became members of the association, but most were admitted to individual meetings via Ladies' Tickets. 16 Initially these were bought by male subscribers and members, and sales benefited the local reception committee. From 1841 these tickets were sold independently, with proceeds going directly to the BAAS and forming an important portion of its income. Morrell and Thackray have thus concluded that the presence of large numbers of women at the meetings quickly became essential, for two reasons. First, their financial contribution was irreplaceable; and second, as Babbage understood from the beginning, women acted as social "cement." Their presence thus became a marked feature of the annual meetings, as they "crowded the soirees" and thronged the theater doors to gain admission to evening lectures. Because Ladies' Tickets were transferable, "a vast number" of women might be "gratified with admission in the course of the week." As the century progressed, increasing numbers of women paid their £1 because of their own interest in the topics discussed, but these remained a small minority well into the twentieth century.
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More typically, women at BAAS meetings were related to visiting men of science, were members of the host town's leisured classes, or were tourists. These groups are represented by the women whose writings are considered in more detail later in this essay. Many women accompanied husbands, fathers, and sons who were speakers at the meeting. They provided practical, social, and emotional support, and to that extent the meetings were an extension of their domestic duties as much as a locus for intellectual or social stimulation. Others lived in the locality of the meeting and took advantage of the novelty on their doorstep or acted as hostesses. Personal or civic pride might be at stake as women took responsibility for visitors' lodgings, decorated the town's largest halls, and hosted private parties. Reportedly, ladies would "vie with each other in providing suitable accommodation for their distinguished visitors."
18 Nonscientific visitors to the host town were essentially tourists. Sightseeing could be as or more important than science, especially since it was built into BAAS programs in the form of excursions, invitations to stately homes, and visits to public buildings and manufactories. The association itself was, of course, a sight worth seeing, and journeys to the meetings provided further opportunities for tourism along the way. None of these activities was unique to women, but convention dictated that such concerns would be of higher priority for them, with scientific interest sidelined accordingly. 16 Ladies' Tickets cost £1 and were transferable to other women but did not allow the holder to sit on council or committees or to receive a copy of the report of the meeting. Women still made up no more than 5 percent of the membership by 1900: Paula A. Gould, "Femininity and Physical Science in Britain, 1870 -1914" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. Cambridge, 1998), p. 102. From the 1840s women very occasionally wrote and presented papers (see Browne, "Glimpse of Petticoats" [cit. n. 1]), and toward the end of the century they might be found acting as sectional secretaries. From the 1910s a few women were elected to the sectional councils or as sectional presidents. A similar pattern was found in the American Association for the Advancement of Science; see Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, 
THE FEMALE AUDIENCE AS "THE PUBLIC"
The BAAS has been seen by some historians as having "led the way in admitting women" to scientific meetings. 19 Women's presence at the BAAS in fact served to demonstrate the difference between the BAAS and metropolitan scientific societies: while women were accepted in this forum, with its social and popular aspects and its single annual meeting, the places where scientific business was discussed throughout the year remained steadfastly closed to them until the twentieth century. 20 Women came to characterize the association, for they were conspicuous at the events that led it to be known as the "Philosophers' Picnic." As Morrell and Thackray point out, this aspect of the meetings was vital to the association's early success, creating a money-making "cultural resource." Janet Browne has indicated that it also provided "moral authority" for the new organization at a time when its presence in provincial cities might have seemed threatening to social stability. The prosperity of the associates and their safely middle-and upper-class agenda were displayed in their wives' dress, leisure time, and presence at church on the Sunday that marked the midpoint of each meeting.
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Yet the women's presence could also serve to undermine the scientific credibility of the meeting or highlight the questions-never resolved in this period-of just who the meetings benefited, how comprehensible the speakers should attempt to be, and whether the BAAS advanced science by allowing men of science to exchange ideas or by explaining it to a wider public. Even sympathetic commentators harbored suspicions that an annual meeting with a large audience was not the best "means of advancing science." As one newspaper commentator put it: "The Association is trying to serve two mastersscience and the public. If it sticks to science its meeting becomes superfluous, or ought to be limited to scientific men. If it seeks to serve the public in a way the public can appreciate it must meet once in ten years, and have something to show that the unscientific mind may grasp and feel interest in." This ambiguity served an important function in helping to define the very entities "science" and "the public." 22 These categories were not necessarily self-evident, and we suggest that the presence of women at BAAS meetings and descriptions of them in the media were important means by which they came to be crystallized.
Newspaper reports give little information about the duties or interests that brought women to the meetings. Throughout the nineteenth century they tended to be discussed collectively as "the ladies" and "the fair sex," although a description of scientific females-"learned-looking maidens with eye-glasses and sober suits"-might appear as a contrast. In 1878 the Irish Daily News reported on a Section C (geology) excursion and 19 Lowe, "British Association and the Provincial Public" (cit. n. 1), p. 127. 20 Likewise, the significant minority of female members of the Geologists' Association and the British Astronomical Association served to ensure that the status of these organizations remained very different from that of the Geological Society or the Royal Astronomical Society. Women were admitted to societies as follows: Linnean Society (1904), Royal Geographical Society (1913), Royal Astronomical Society (1915), Geological Society (1919), Royal Society (1945). In contrast, the Zoological, Entomological, Botanical, Statistical, Anthropological, and Royal Scottish Geographical Societies had all admitted women in the nineteenth century. 21 Morrell and Thackray, Gentlemen of Science, pp. 148 -157; and Browne, "Glimpse of Petticoat" (cit. n. 1), pp. 5-6. Wives with free time to appear at daytime social and cultural events functioned as status symbols. See Emma Barnes, "Fashioning a Natural Self: Guides to Self-Presentation in Victorian England" (Ph. noted the many "ladies of scientific aspect" who flourished their hammers enthusiastically: "Eagerly bent was seen many a fair scientist, rapping with her hammer at the rock, and examining through her spectacles, for it must be confessed that some of these geologically-[minded] ladies wore glasses of studious import, and indicative of midnight oil expenditure, the fragments broken off." These individuals appeared unfeminine compared with those "who evidently more enjoyed the 'outing' than they were desirous of obtaining information about the Cambrian formation" and thus "looked on, strove to look learned, and sighed." It was only after World War I, when women's place in society as well as the BAAS had changed irrevocably, that scientific women as a group were portrayed positively. The "Women among the Scientists" might now be "fashionablydressed girl graduates" and teachers, keen to be involved in the sectional meetings or outdoor excursions (see Figure 2) . 23 Throughout the nineteenth century, reporters assumed that for most women the meetings were primarily a social occasion, for which buying a new bonnet was an essential preparation. In 1871 Punch mocked this aspect of the meetings and the new prominence of social science, interpreting both as feminine specialties for the pursuit of which "ladies gifted with the gab, and other feminine accomplishments, have been flocking" to the meeting and "flooding it with small talk upon this great matter." In the 1830s and 1840s the Times campaigned against the BAAS, challenging its seriousness and its claims to utility. Unsurprisingly, the presence of women offered fodder for its attack: "the fluttering of a sea of bonnets" and "the closing of fair eyes in slumber" were deemed "inimical to learned sobriety." Even when women seemed to be keenly attentive, this was presented either as a joke or as inexplicable. In 1878 the Irish Times found it "impossible to see what earthly good a crowd of ladies can derive from the parade of complexities." Their presence was explained as the result of a search for social novelty, itself presented as a feminine trait and underlined by accompanying comments on fashion and dress. Journalists came to expect "the usual influx of gay and giddy-looking maidens some of them in the most outrageous and unscientific looking costumes," but the "perseverance with which they attended the different meetings" was a "delightful and astonishing" conundrum. 24 The Glasgow News was rare in considering the "non-scientific ladies and gentlemen" together and assuming that for both attendance could be explained by "the idea that it was the thing to do, and that there was a certain novelty in the whole which broke the monotony of a daily ennui."
25 Much more typically, the BAAS audience-which was in fact a continuum ranging from metropolitan men of science, through provincial men of science speaking at their local meeting, to men and women with a passing or little or no interest in science-was depicted as divided in two: men of science, described as speakers or informed listeners and respondents; and the lay public, frequently represented by "the ladies."
26 While you could not necessarily tell by looking at a man that he had little scientific knowledge, it was a fair assumption (and one often made) that women had none. Women were presented as social beings, out of their element in sectional meetings and on outdoor excursions, where their brightly colored and cumbersome dress contrasted with the sobriety and uniformity of male garb (see Figure 3 and Frontispiece). Media portrayals of BAAS meetings thus often set forth a dichotomy in which the nonscientific public was represented by the feminine and the representatives of scientific expertise were, especially by contrast, masculine and authoritative.
Women were expected to have less understanding of scientific information, an assumption that makes space for the "gap of comprehensibility" sometimes held to be essential to the "boundary work" that creates agreement about what counts as science and who is given authority to speak about it. 27 The later nineteenth-century breakdown of natural theology, which had created a "common context" for scientists and their public, has been seen as key to the creation of a clearer division between these groups. Scientists were 24 promoted as the only ones who could pronounce on secularized natural knowledge, and the public were told to be supportive but not interfering if they hoped to receive the ultimate utilitarian benefits of science. 28 While this was one means by which a "more docile public emerged together with the role of the professional scientist," the images of both groups were reinforced by the depiction of a public that was apparently appreciative but unknowledgeable, passive, and often, or by association, feminine.
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Women's lack of scientific knowledge was underscored by assumptions that they were naturally less rational and more emotional than men. We therefore find scrutiny of their 28 Shapin, "Science and the Public," p. 1000; and Robert M. Young, Darwin's Metaphor: Nature's Place in Victorian Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1985) . Since women were regarded as a focus for domestic religious observance, the secularization of science itself acted to exclude them. 29 Shapin, "Science and the Public," p. 1000. This is a strategy equivalent to that described by Ann B. Shteir in "Gender and 'Modern' Botany in Victorian England," in Women, Gender, and Science: New Directions, ed. Sally Gregory Kohlstedt and Helen E. Longino, Osiris, 2nd Ser., 1997, 12:29 -38. John Lindley aimed to create a "scientific" and defeminized form of botany and succeeded in part by publishing a Ladies' Botany (1834 -1837) that placed women in "a botanical separate sphere" that was supportive of but separate from the professionalizing male world of botany (pp. 35-36). responses as they were exposed to, for example, specimens such as skulls or discussions on the evolution of man. 30 Likewise, women's interest in science was often interpreted as a fascination with scientific celebrity. Women were reported to have flocked to see Dionysius Lardner, Michael Faraday, John Herschel, and David Livingstone, and, more generally, it was "particularly the softer portion" of the population that was understood to be "on the full gaze, to see what kind of creature a philosopher was." Because of these assumed differences, women were represented as being either especially interested in or bored by particular subjects. While botany, entomology, and geology were considered appropriate female interests, Section A (mathematics and physical science) was considered hard and masculine, even after women such as Hertha Ayrton, the first female member of the Institute of Electrical Engineers, had delivered papers there. Thus although in 1853 the Times noted "a growing desire among the lady inhabitants of the towns successively visited to avail themselves of the opportunities for scientific information afforded them by the presence of the savans," reporters could still highlight the difference between these attendees and the scientific members: "the lady subscribers have sometimes neglected the mathematical and physical section and have overlooked the poetry of statistics."
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From the 1850s, female audiences were most consistently connected to Section E (geography). This section began in 1851 and included ethnology until anthropology appeared, first in a subsection of Section D in 1868 and then in its own section in 1884. These subjects attracted large audiences, and it was often noted that "one-half or more" were ladies. Section E was understood to be popular because, as one commentator put it, "little or no antecedent scientific knowledge is necessary to enable the listeners to comprehend all the points in the memoirs read." Further, it satisfied the feminine interest in celebrity, for women were supposedly "attracted not so much by a desire to increase their geographical knowledge" as by famous travelers, such as Serpa Pinto, Paul Du Chaillu, Henry Morton Stanley, David Livingstone, John Ross, and Adolphus W. Greely.
32 Geography and ethnology also touched on the question of the antiquity and origin of man, sparking heated debates on evolution and man's place in nature that were apparently enjoyed, with a frisson of fear, by female audiences. For most commentators, this interest in sensational travel tales and encounters with savage tribes implied women's lack of scientific seriousness.
Such identifications of expected feminine roles suggest that at BAAS meetings the dichotomy between (active/knowledgeable/male) scientists and (passive/uninformed/female) audience was generally clear and deemed satisfactory both in the sections and in more sociable contexts. The presence of women was potentially problematic, however, when the boundaries demarcating science or a particular field from other forms of 30 Glasgow News, 14 Sept. 1876, BAAS Press-cuttings 1876, Dep. BAAS 413, Bodleian Library. This was also the case in other settings: male students at University College London would apparently turn during lectures to watch the reactions of female students when handed specimens of human brain. See Gould, "Femininity and Physical Science in Britain" (cit. n. 16), p. 42. On the arguments over women's intellect see Gates, Kindred Nature (cit. n. 3), pp. knowledge were unclear. If female audience members were not in obvious contrast to the speakers and discussants, the latter might appear to lose authority. This could be the case within those sections that were accorded low scientific status, including geography, anthropology, social science, and education. In Section E, women provided a successful foil to the heroic, manly explorers they flocked to hear, but these same women could become problematic when their ability to understand and enjoy the papers and discussions conflicted with the organizers' desire to promote a more "scientific" geography and anthropology. James Hunt, calling for a separate section for anthropology, emphasized that its scientific status was being undermined: "There is much in our science which can never be made popular, and for which the 'Ladies' Section, E,' is hardly the fit place." 33 Another problem surrounding the male expert/female audience dichotomy was the threat posed by the presence of women who claimed equal or superior knowledge. Such women were particularly conspicuous in Section F (economics and statistics) and, from 1901, Section L (education). These sections, which often emphasized social and political reform, suffered from the attacks of those who felt that they did not deserve a place in a scientific meeting. They formed a counterpart within the BAAS to the Social Science Association (f. 1857), which was notable for the participation of women and was a major public forum for discussion on women's rights and suffrage. 34 Section F, described as "moderately popular" in 1879, apparently attracted those "interested in women's rights and such like matters." Punch lampooned the activism of women speakers like the suffragist Lydia Becker with a "Women's Rights' Vade Mecum," supposedly "Compiled for the use of Males by a Distinguished Female Member of the British Association," which suggested that since women are in the majority among the human species men should submit to their guidance. 35 The unnatural and possibly threatening presence of politically active or scientifically trained women was dealt with by depicting such women as unattractive or as absurdities. Such a stance was backed by the Lancet, which claimed that "the logical, philosophical, and scientific woman commonly departs from the ordinary type of her sex quite as much in her physical as in her mental characteristics." Punch dealt with the scientifically educated female BAAS audience member in the same way it tackled the possibility of female graduates and female doctors. There was puzzlement as to what they would do with the knowledge they had acquired, jokes about their competence, and fears that they would become masculinized or, in comic reversal, would somehow expose less wellinformed men as feminized (see Figures 4 and 5) . These assumptions and prejudices meant that women who identified themselves as interested in science had to be cautious about their self-presentation. For scientific women, as for female scholars, university 33 James Hunt, "Anniversary Address Delivered before the Anthropological Society of London, January 3rd 1865, Dedicated to the British Association for the Advancement of Science," [p. 6], Anthropological Society Supplements, A8/2/2, Royal Anthropological Institute Archives, London. 34 The troublesome nature of Section F in the association's early days, reflecting social and political questions, often with a particular local flavor, is discussed in Morrell graduates, and politically active women, there was a need to "keep up appearances."
"Terrible result of the higher education of women." Miss Hypatia Jones, Spinster of Arts (on her way to Refreshments), informs Professor Parallax, F.R.S., that "Young Men do very well to Look at, or to Dance with, or even to

Marry, and all that kind of Thing!" but that "as to enjoying any Rational Conversation with any Man under
36
Negative stereotypes led many, more or less consciously, to emphasize their femininity through dress and demeanor or by maintaining a successful domestic life. Anxiety about the increasing presence of scientific women at the BAAS might also have been diffused by the fact they continued to be outnumbered by nonscientific wives and the merely curious. This is suggested by the reaction of some members of the association's all-male Red Lion dining club to the 1897 proposal that "ladies of distinction" be elected to committees. Rather than joking at the expense of the scientific women to whom the proposal referred, the Lions listed their own wives and daughters in the program for a fictional "Section W" for women. Emphasizing the supporting role and presumed identity of these women with their husbands and fathers, many of the invented titles echo those of actual papers. Thus Sir John Evans's paper "On the antiquity of man" was purportedly rendered by his much younger wife as "On the age of man and the youth of woman." The wife of the geographer H. R. Mill was to speak "On the Superiority of Lake Superior." Some were even more personal, as with Marie Selous on "How I captured my Lion"-Frederick Courtney Selous being a much-lionized game hunter and explorer-and Sophia Le Neve Foster's "On the doctrine that 'None but the brave deserve the fair'"-celebrating the courage of her husband, Clement Le Neve Foster, during a mining accident in May 1897. Many of the titles served to highlight supposedly feminine concerns. Thus Emily Poulton was to give a "Note on the decorative application of Coloeoptera," Marian Vernon Boys to offer a "Preliminary note on the effect of going on electric cars in one's pink satin gown"; others were to speak on peach blossom, the brightness of a pair of eyes, and porridge. 37 Despite such ridicule, women made many important contributions to science throughout the nineteenth century, and they made significant advances within organizations like the BAAS during its last decades. Well into the twentieth century, however, organizers considered women as a distinct group, for whom special arrangements obtained. 38 Those who wished to follow the full program of a particular section could be seen as awkward oddities. 39 We suggest that the traditionally ascribed roles of women as passive recipients were so enduringly strong throughout the century that, collectively, they continued to define the sociable context of BAAS meetings and, indeed, came almost to guarantee the presence of a lay audience for the messages of the scientific elite. The following section illustrates these female roles through the writings of a number of women who attended BAAS meetings between 1835 and 1901. While some had significant interest in the content of sectional meetings and evening lectures, none attempted to challenge the deeper interest of their male relations or acquaintances. The emphasis of all the accounts is primarily on experiencing, observing, and reporting on the social and touristic aspects of the meeting or on personal interactions with individuals. Where responses to the scientific content of the meeting are recorded, they tend to follow the approved and expected themes. While these responses were not exclusive to women, we would suggest that they could be defined as feminine and reinforced expected gender roles.
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WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES OF THE BAAS
Media depictions of women at BAAS meetings were informed by women's outward behavior, which was, reciprocally, influenced by the expectations of society and the media. While evidence from diaries and letters is useful in allowing us to test and to go beyond the collective assessments of commentators, it should not be surprising that these sources also reveal a compliance with social norms. The cultural assumptions that produced clichéd accounts of women's behavior also encouraged women to conform to the prescribed roles and to present themselves in their private writings as acceptably conformist. In the majority of the texts examined the authors demonstrate a low level of interest in science. Both these individuals and those with greater engagement in the scientific content of the meetings defer to the knowledge of the men they encounter socially. The three overlapping roles these women most frequently played are the familial supporter, the consumer or enabler of social interaction, and the observer.
The first duty of women accompanying male relatives was to listen to their father's, son's, or husband's papers and to comment favorably. Caroline Fox recorded that her father read his paper well, that two sections had competed for his presence, and that, when questioned, he "answered very well and with no nervousness." Lady Rayleigh listed all the occasions on which her son was complimented and was in attendance when "dear John, looking so nice, with a clear voice, read his [presidential] address," reporting that it was fully audible and that she "liked it extremely, and people seem to think it was very good." Mother and son were clearly close, and Lady Rayleigh's account thoroughly domesticated an important moment in the scientific calendar: "when John read one or two passages which he thought would particularly 'fetch' me, he looked with a little twinkle in my direction and of course I twinkled in return." Emily Poulton not only attended "the great Lecture, by Prof. E. B. Poulton," which was of course "a great success," but gave her husband practical assistance by helping to catch insects, transport slides, and test the volume of his voice in the large lecture hall. 41 Such support evidently came more easily to some women than others. Charles Darwin's wife, Emma, went to the 1849 and 1855 meetings in Birmingham and Glasgow but does not seem to have enjoyed either experience. Darwin reported that when he commented to her at a BAAS lecture, "I am afraid this is very wearisome to you," she replied, "Not more 40 It has not been possible to do a comparative study of the writings of nonscientific male attendees. One example, however, is J. J. A. Boase, who went "to see something of The British Association" in Oxford when en route to a tour of Ireland. He was accompanied by his son Charles, who lived in Exeter College, and he was decidedly a tourist, including descriptions and illustrations of buildings in his account. He was excited to see "the Lions," mentions events like dinners, and particularly enjoyed a talk on polar exploration. The chief difference between his account and those of the majority of the women discussed here is that he always included something, however brief, to describe the papers given and objects exhibited. J. J. A. Boase, "A Ramble in Ireland," Journals of Tours, Vol. 8 (1860), Add. MS 35,052, British Library, London. 41 than all the rest." Her diary for 1855 records that during the first part of the week she did attend some sectional meetings, but increasingly she opted out as a headache and a cold developed. Charles thus went alone to an evening lecture by Colonel Rawlinson and to the final dinner. Emma Darwin's daughter remembered her mother telling a visitor that although on marriage "she had resolved to enter into my father's tastes and thought she would be able," she had in fact "found it impossible." 42 Although the support she gave her husband was undoubtedly important, it did not extend to engagement with his research: for every scientific helpmeet like Jane Dee, Elisabetha Hevelius, and Marie Lavoisier, there would no doubt have been many more Emma Darwins. Emma did enable another scientific wife to extend support, however, when she took the seven children and two nurses of Thomas and Henrietta Huxley into her home so that Henrietta could accompany her husband to the Liverpool meeting of 1870. 43 Child care and childbearing were significant factors to be negotiated in order to enable women to attend meetings at all, and Emma herself was confined during a number of the summers that her husband attended BAAS meetings.
Given the practical difficulties that might prevent attendance, it is interesting that many women freely admitted their lack of interest in the scientific matters under discussion. Many found sessions uninteresting and would stave off boredom by passing rapidly through several different sections. Margaret Smith found that "the Preliminary address was a tough one. Frankly I lost my way completely in it & so did most ladies." She noted that this was also the case for "many men" and that that her houseguest "Prof [William] Ramsay was nodding conspicuously-& he was only kept from snoring by pin pricks." Long speeches by poor speakers bored everyone; but when considering content rather than delivery, the question arose: At what audience should speakers aim? It was a justifiable view that speakers-especially those delivering evening lectures and addresses-ought to be generally comprehensible. Smith therefore praised Francis Darwin's lecture as "beautiful & most interesting" because "it was in absolutely good simple language with hardly one word an outsider could not understand." Others, however, "thought it too obvious." Similarly, Emily Poulton found Oliver Lodge's address on "Ether & Space" "not so difficult to understand" but noted that "the real scientific people thought it rather elementary." 44 The enjoyment of popular lectures, though indicating interest in the chosen topics, here signaled a lack of expertise.
As suggested earlier, the same could be true of enjoyment of papers on geography, ethnology, and anthropology. Examination of the available evidence confirms the popularity of these fields with women. Although Caroline Fox reported on discussions in the physical and chemical sections when attending meetings in the 1830s, in the 1850s she devoted most space in her diary to Section E. In 1852 she described a session devoted to discussions of the Arctic and felt it was "a great treat to be present" at a session on the fate of John Franklin, in which for all "the interest was intense." Likewise, in 1857 she was 42 struck by the "extremely interesting collection of African Explorers-Dr. Barth, De l'Abbadie, and Dr. Livingstone." 45 In the same year Caroline Howard and her companion found they "were rather tired of Geology" and found zoology "so uninteresting" that they skipped it in favor of the crowded Section E. In fact this was less stimulating than they had hoped, but they were later greatly excited by Livingstone's lecture. 46 Lady Rayleigh went to Section A and took in "something of Chemistry" in Section B, but she recorded anything of the transactions only when she came to hear "Captains Ray and Greely of Arctic fame" in Section E, especially the fact that Greely "and his living companions saved themselves from starvation by eating their dead ones" (for which, incidentally, she did not blame them). Margaret Smith was "amused" by anthropology, largely because the speakers "had very contrary views." A quarter of a century earlier Agnes Hudson had also deemed anthropology amusing, despite finding the exhibition of "skulls, mummies etc." rather "unpleasant"-again because the speakers got "quite excited over" their disagreements. 47 Hudson's accounts of her experiences at these sections in 1875 and 1879 echo newspaper reports very precisely. One newspaper, for example, queried the interest of otherwise "fastidious ladies" in anthropology, given that "there were many skulls staring them in the face." Elsewhere Hudson wrote of attending Section E in order to hear Clements Markham on Arctic exploration-but having first to sit through Colonel Montgomerie on the Himalayas, which she found "not at all interesting and which I do not think anyone would have listened to but that the Arctic expedition came next." Similarly, she recorded that Serpa Pinto was time-tabled to read a paper but instead "deputed an English man to read it for him, and we did not find it so interesting as we had expected." Virtually identical observations were made in the Sheffield and Rotherham Independent. That report noted the popularity of Section E, "especially when great travellers are to record their experiences," and claimed that "ladies were the most earnest students of geography." Despite their "remarkable interest," however, the "paper was somewhat disappointing, for not only was it not read by Major Pinto, but it contained little of general interest." 48 Hudson, who appears to have had very little scientific knowledge, was the epitome of the nineteenth-century BAAS female described by newspaper reporters; for her, geography, anthropology, excursions, and soirées were indeed the key elements of sociable science.
As newspaper reports and the nature of these women's interest in geography suggest, seeing and describing the scientific lions took a prominent place in women's accounts of BAAS meetings. The faces and manner of those made famous by lecture tours, books, and periodicals were examined on the understanding that they would reveal something of mental character or hint at experience undergone and hardship endured. Caroline Fox wrote of David Brewster's "sagacious Scottish face" and was much struck by accounts of Lord Rosse's simplicity and generosity. Sara Jane Clarke records that she "was truly impressed by the manner and presence" of men such as Thomas Romney Robinson, Sir John Ross, Brewster, "and Lord Ross[e], of philosophic and telescopic renown." 49 Family ties meant that Margaret Smith could enjoy the fact that her less well-connected guests "gasped hysterically when they heard we were expecting" the "dear Kelvins." Such name-dropping was common, and personal acquaintance could be a social coup: contemporary etiquette books reminded women that in novel situations they would be judged by the quality of the acquaintanceships they could display. 50 This kind of detail serves to indicate status, but these women tended to avoid the unfeminine self-absorption that the very act of diary writing might seem to indicate by virtually removing themselves from their texts. Instead they emphasized descriptions of events and other people. Like newspaper reports, these writers focused on descriptions not only of the famous men of science but also "the muster of humanity at these meetings." 51 Sara Jane Clarke reported her observations as a foreigner and a tourist, commenting on the meeting place (Belfast), the men of science, and the attitude of the locals to the event: "great interest was manifested by all classes. This would be nothing remarkable in America, where every man, and almost every woman, feels an enlightened interest in all matters and movements of literature, science, morality, and politics; but here it is a fact significant and inspiring." Several writers included physical descriptions of persons met or observed, showing an interest in the domestic, the social, the fashionable, and the personal. Lady Caroline Howard gave a frank and judgmental description of almost everyone she met. She stayed at one event "nearly the whole evening watching the curious assemblage," including Quakers, fashionable ladies, and "shopkeepers in their best." Caroline Fox, perhaps one of the Quakers observed by Howard, enjoyed watching "a beautiful girl just before us, who was most obliging in putting herself into the most charming attitudes for our diversion." Harriet Martineau said that the "fair sex . . . was there to sketch the savans . . . or to pass the time by watching and quizzing the members." Agnes Hudson found "plenty of amusement in listening to the conversation of our fellow passengers" on an excursion. 52 Helen Shipton refers to a woman at the 1892 meeting in Edinburgh who claimed that the only reason she was there was for the purpose of "Looking on!" or "studying character-a study for which there is here a wide and interesting field." 53 Playing the role of observer allowed the female writer to distance herself from other women and perhaps to criticize the assumptions-shared by men and women-about appropriate roles. Ever the wry commentator, Fox excluded herself from her joking description of what was expected from "the ladies, dear creatures." The same is true of her clear-eyed account of Sedgwick's flattery in "saying many soft things to the soft sex" at Section C. Martineau was thoroughly critical of other female attendees, writing, "I was in truth much ashamed of the ladies; and I wished they had staid at home, preparing hospitalities for the tired savans, and showing themselves only at the evening promenade . . . and at the ball." Shipton frowned on the woman who was merely observing, claiming of her group, "We all have ambitions, we all want to be something more than lookers-on." She was recalling the month-long summer school held by the sociologist Patrick Geddes, the participants in which were conspicuous at BAAS conversaziones and excursions. They included "a bevy of American girls," a "Miss G" who knows everything worth knowing about "woman's work in the world," a "gentle baby-faced girl" who is "a clever highschool mistress," and the author herself, who wrote for children. 54 Generally, however, these women devoted more space to describing-and energy to experiencing-the soirées, dinners, nonscientific excursions, garden parties, and general meetings than to the content of lectures or sectional meetings. Initially, of course, it was only the sociable occasions that women were intended to experience. Thus in 1836 Caroline Fox reported that after "the gentlemen returned from their sections" the ladies, left at home all day, insisted on attending a popular evening lecture that the men were content to miss. Details of the evening events are ubiquitous, sometimes accompanied by a discussion of matters such as dress and ornament, and the impression drawn from many diaries is of a week in which the scientific papers came a decided second to hectic socializing. In 1901 Margaret Smith chose a lunch appointment over a lecture, for, as she noted, "one cannot really do everything." 55 For Lady Morgan, a well-known socialite, the whole week centered on the dinner party and soirée that she hosted in her home. Women's experiences were clearly shaped by their social status and the nature of their BAAS contacts. Those with scientific fathers, husbands, and sons had many "British Association friends" and enjoyed the opportunity to engage in scientific conversation at breakfast and dinner parties. The teenaged Caroline Fox was thus in a position to have "a thorough set-to on phrenology" over breakfast, pleased that Lord Northampton "acknowledged the force of my arguments!" 56 Lady Caroline Howard, on the other hand, lacked scientific contacts but lived near the Dublin location of the 1857 meeting and thus had friends and family around her and the opportunity to extend her acquaintance with more distant neighbors.
As active members of BAAS audiences, women had some control over their experiences of the meetings. These experiences were also mediated by other people, however, especially men. Escorts or chaperones were essential even after Ladies' Tickets could be purchased independently. Howard recorded that "the Finlays are staying with us as Uncle Finlay has to chaperon us every [where] ." One gentleman, "much surprised" to find that Hudson and her sister "had no one to look after us" at the "microscopical soirée," felt duty-bound to inform them that "some of the objects under the microscopes were well worth looking at." In fact, they found that "it required more patience than we possessed" to look at the exhibits and chose instead to relieve the heat of the crowded rooms with "a large quantity of ices." Hudson's intellectual enjoyment was much increased when she attended another soirée four years later. This time she toured the exhibition of "scientific inventions" under the escort of a Mr. Hobson, "who was ready to explain everything." A few days later, on an excursion, she and her sister "enjoyed highly intellectual conversation," as Mr. Hobson's brother "favour[ed] us with his views of the education of girls and on many other subjects." 57 The presence of the Mr. Hobsons, sons of a family friend, hints at the association's role as a space for courtship or even as a marriage market. Newspapers and journals alluded to these matters, and there are examples of couples who met at such meetings. 58 Scientific talks and exhibits offered young men an ideal opportunity to show off their superior knowledge and to pay courteous attention to young women. 59 Women, meanwhile, could gain attention by requesting information and listening admiringly. The only time Howard recorded scientific information in her diary was when it had been provided by Joseph Beete Jukes-who was "a very good looking man" despite having "such an ugly name." Shipton's account describes flirting and records that she surprised a couple kissing. Her views on the equal but complementary roles of the sexes were perhaps influenced by Geddes. Although she described the women's seriousness, as well as much energetic fun-making, she presented Geddes's wife, the "Queen Consort," as a supportive, maternal figure and called the women of the group "Maids of Honour." Their acquisition of knowledge was clearly intended to make them better suited to particular kinds of work, above all the teaching of their own and other children.
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The evidence we have assembled from women's diaries demonstrates the extent to which feminine roles and responses were internalized. These texts also reveal the extent to which women brought, as it were, the domestic sphere with them to meetings, despite the second half of the nineteenth century being viewed as a period in which the domestic, and therefore the feminine, was removed from the world of science. 61 These women reinforced conventional relations between the sexes in their behavior toward family members, new acquaintances, and BAAS speakers. As we have seen, interchanges frequently played out the assumption that males were active and knowledgeable and women passive and ignorant. This behavior confirmed social roles but also had the effect of bolstering scientific status. When Margaret Smith reported the success of her nephew in understanding the lectures and upholding discussions with the visiting men of science, her admiration may have played a role in encouraging him to study science at university. His confidence was no doubt increased when he was allowed to show off to his aunt and another female member of the party by recommending books, quoting scientists, and discoursing "happily . . . all the way home about atoms & their divisibility & size." Likewise, he undoubtedly enjoyed being "dreadfully shocked" when his aunt admitted that she "thought the President was talking about iron-& not ions." 62 As long as the demands of conventional propriety called for men to act as intermediaries, they often controlled women's experience of the meetings. Frequently they took women into the sectional meetings that reflected either their own interests or their view of what subjects were suitable for women. Fox reported, as a matter of course, that Professor Wheatstone "took us to the Physical Section" and that "Colonel Sabine took us into the Ethnological Section." Lady Aberdeen relied on her house guest Henry Drummond, who "knew exactly which sections & which wise men to take us to hear," but was rather blunt when writing that "Henry had consigned me in Biology." 63 It would be wrong to suggest that this was always the case, however, for there is evidence that women determinedly dragged their husbands along to things they wanted to see or do, attended sections alone, and took excursions elsewhere with friends. Women might certainly control their own experiences and sometimes had wider influence, at least in the social sphere and if their status allowed. Lady Aberdeen's arrangements for her reception choreographed the scientific "grandees" and dictated who had access to them and where. Lady Morgan succeeded in attracting fifty philosophers to her home for an event she later described as "very fine, learned, scientific, and tiresome!" 64 Occasionally women were in a position to gain access to experiences and information that men did not have. This was particularly the case for the overseas meetings, where seeing the country, communicating with residents, and cementing imperial bonds were as important as the reading of papers. Emily Poulton's diaries of the 1897, 1905, and 1914 overseas meetings in Toronto, South Africa, and Australia show that women of the official BAAS party were often invited to more functions than the men. Women's societies and clubs, such as the Daughters of Empire, arranged endless lunches and garden parties that enabled Poulton to gain an understanding of life in the colonies. Her conversation with a governor's wife in 1914 struck her as much as any of the more formal exchanges provided by the association. 65 Poulton was, however, among the party of the honored scientific elite.
Women of uncertain social status, or those who knew few other attendees or behaved in a socially unacceptable manner, would have had very different experiences. For most women, the quality of their experience at BAAS meetings depended on their comportment rather than their knowledge or enjoyment of science.
CONCLUSION
For women, even more than for men, acceptance depended on social status and polite manners. The groups within the BAAS to which they linked themselves varied according to their social and scientific connections, but, at the very least, their presence indicated that they belonged to the reasonably affluent and leisured classes who could form a respectable, if not informed, audience for scientific knowledge. In this they were one step up from the male working classes, who were catered to separately with special lectures. For most of these women science was neither part of their everyday lives nor something completely outside their experience. It might be part of the texture of their domestic lives or one among a range of cultural activities with which their lives were enriched. The BAAS could effectively be replaced by the Social Science Association or the Archaeological Association-or even by the sorts of historical lecture series Emily Poulton attended or the concerts and architectural tours undertaken by Agnes Hudson. The BAAS was a social and cultural resource, and women took advantage of the opportunity it offered for instruction and entertainment, with the balance between these elements shifting according to individuals' interests, abilities, and expectations or, possibly, the needs of their husbands. The meanings attendees attached to science varied, being largely determined by the normal life to which this week was compared. For some the meetings were no doubt liberation from the routine of daily life, a chance to extend mental and physical horizons within an environment deemed acceptably safe. For others they were occasions for performing filial or marital duties and thus were, perhaps, more an extension of domestic routine than an escape from it. Women's traditional supporting roles as wives and daughters were extended to support of the BAAS. They oiled the social cogs of the association's scientific and civic machinery by congratulating their husbands, preparing their towns for the reception of the visitors, and admiring the knowledge of male acquaintances or speakers. Throughout the nineteenth century the vast majority of female BAAS attendees remained scientifically uneducated, and the assumption that this was so generally dictated their experiences and behavior as well as their collective treatment by organizers and newspaper commentators. As shown, however, the increasing involvement of women in science and education could also elicit hostile or humorous responses, but by the turn of the century these anxieties had largely decreased. With scientists having successfully convinced government and the public that they should be accorded a high degree of authority, the status of individual practitioners of science-their class and their character as well as their gender-mattered less. Admitting a woman to the citadel of science could not shake its foundations. Once the male scientist had become a more commonplace and comprehensible object, interest turned to what kind of creature a female scientist might be. 66 Women at the BAAS could now be the celebrities, worth a portrait in the Illustrated 66 Gould, "Femininity and Physical Science in Britain" (cit. n. 16), pp. 67-86, discusses the interest century, so too was the category of the public or the audience for science. Still-hazy boundaries can be made to look sharp if the entities to be demarcated are set in opposition and are held to apply without discussion. Usually lacking scientific education, women provided a useful foil to the professionalizing scientific elites, and, in this way, their presence and their representation aided the BAAS in its task of "advancing" science. Women also helped define audiences as passive recipients of information, for popularizers usually seek support for rather than participation in science. Our attention to individual experience complicates the old diffusionist model of popularization, but we have also shown one means by which that model was created. As Cooter and Pumfrey note, scientists appeal to audiences in order to enlist their support, and "when the lay audience accepts the appeal, it allows itself to become . . . part of a network of alliances" that sustains the scientific enterprise. Yet "whilst the scientists have enrolled a public, so too have the public enrolled the scientists." 70 That the BAAS signaled celebrity, novelty, and social opportunity as well as support of science to so many ordinary members of the British middle classes demonstrates the success of a strategy that depended on the presence of women to create a sociable milieu within an emerging public science. 70 Cooter and Pumfrey, "Separate Spheres and Public Places" (cit. n. 2), p. 250.
